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The RT-platform Chrysler minivans are a series of passenger minivans marketed by Chrysler
starting in model year , the fifth in six generations of Chrysler minivans. Only long wheelbase
models were offered with the Dodge Journey replacing the short wheelbase model. While most
versions were discontinued in with the launch of the Chrysler Pacifica minivan , the Grand
Caravan remained in production until Chrysler debuted the model year minivans at the Detroit
Auto Show â€” eliminating the short-wheelbase model. With discontinuation of the
short-wheelbase minivans, Dodge offered the Journey on nearly an identical wheelbase and as
a crossover rather than a minivan. The RT minivans were a completely new design, sharing few
components with the previous model. They abandoned the rounded styling introduced on the
NS vans , instead using a more boxy look styled by Ralph Gilles. New features included
standard electronic stability control, the MyGIG entertainment system a stereo with built in hard
drive for recording, storing, and playing music , second and third row video screens, powered
second row windows, standard side curtain airbags, and dashboard-mounted transmission
controls. Another new feature of this generation was an available rear overhead console which
featured LED map lights as well as halo ambient lighting. A new DVD system was also available,
which featured dual screens for the rear passengers. The Stow 'n Go seats, carried over from
the previous generation, were standard, with a new seating system marketed as Swivel 'n Go
optional on higher end models. In this seating system, two full size second row seats swivel to
face the third row. A detachable table can be placed between the second and third row seats.
The Swivel 'n Go seating system includes the 3rd row seating from the Stow 'n Go system, but
not the second row, which must be manually removed from the vehicle. The Volkswagen Routan
is a seven-seat rebadged variant of the RT minivans with revised styling, content features and
suspension tuning. The Routan marked the start of Volkswagen 's business strategy to offer
additional vehicles specially developed for the U. Prior to the agreement, Volkswagen had no
minivan model for the United States or Canadian markets. The Routan is sold only in North
America U. The automaker's intent with outsourcing production the Routan to Chrysler was to
avoid the significant expense of developing its own family-sized minivan. The Routan features a
rebranded version of Chrysler's hard drive-based audio and navigation systemâ€”marketed by
Chrysler as the MyGig system and by Volkswagen as the Joybox, but has neither Chrysler's
Stow'n Go nor Swivel'n Go seating systems. VW of America had projected for the Routan to
gain at least five percent of the U. By July , 11, units had been sold. In January , Volkswagen
announced there would be no retail model, but held open the possibility that development may
resume with a potential model. The Routan was reserved for fleet purchasers, and 2, were
produced by Chrysler during the calendar year. The Chrysler minivans underwent a mid-cycle
refresh for the model year, which included major changes in both styling and functionality. The
suspension was heavily re-tuned, with both Dodge and Chrysler minivans gaining a larger front
sway bar and new rear sway bar, increased rear roll center height, adjusted spring rates, a new
steering gear, a revised front static camber setting, and lowered ride height. This dramatically
improved handling in both the Chrysler and Dodge. Other changes included extra sound
insulation, acoustic glass, new seats, softer-touch surfaces, new LED ambient lighting and
center console, and halogen projector headlamps with LED accents. The Chrysler models were
adjusted so that instead of competing against equivalent Dodge trim levels, they were above
Dodge in trim and features. All three of the former engine choices were replaced by the new
Pentastar 3. Chrysler Voyagers sold in continental Europe was rebranded as the Lancia
Voyager. It is based on the Dodge Grand Caravan, but with solid metal instead of rear windows
and a flat load space with In the U. The 2. The 3. In , the 3. Automotive news reported that, from
January to October in , Dodge sold about a third of its Grand Caravans to rental fleets. However,
it was later announced that the Grand Caravan would be sold alongside the Chrysler Pacifica
unchanged from the model, with a simplified model lineup. Marchionne is quoted as saying,
"The replacement of the Caravan will be a Caravan -like vehicle. I need another minivan. It's
going to be in line with the Pacifica architecture". Dodge originally announced that the Grand
Caravan will be discontinued in May but has since pushed it back by three months, with the
current end date being August The previous GT trim, a fleet-exclusive model, has been dropped
for the model year. For , the midlevel SE Plus receives standard "Super Stow-'n'-Go"
second-row bucket seats and in-floor storage bin, a standard eight-way power front driver's
seat, a black interior with "Cranberry Wine" stitching, and an available Blacktop Package. The
base SE trim no longer offers aluminum-alloy wheels as an option. A compact spare tire and
wheel is now optional equipment on all trim levels. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Montecarlo Turbo. Fiat S. The Chrysler minivans are a series of minivans that have been
produced and marketed by the American automaker Chrysler. In production since the model
year , Chrysler has produced six distinct generations of minivans; at various stages of their
production, Chrysler minivans have been marketed worldwide, primarily in North America and
Europe. Initially introduced as the Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager, the Chrysler minivans
have been marketed under a variety of nameplates under Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, and Ram
brands; through the use of rebadging , Chrysler minivans have also been marketed under the
Lancia and Volkswagen brands. For the European market, exports were largely supplemented
by the Eurostar joint-venture factory in Graz, Austria from to The S platform was not a modified
variant of the Chrysler K platform , although the engines and transmissions used the K-car
running gear. Chrysler manufactured the Generation I minivans, internally codenamed T during
development from October until Design specifications were chosen in and were evolutionary.
This was the last K-based version of the S platform, as the NS platform switched to a new cab
forward design. Its cab forward design was defined by September 23, , and inspired by the
Chrysler EPIC concept minivan, designed in-house by Julie Dolan in mid Final exterior designs
were development program approved in May and frozen for scheduled late production that
same month. The first NS prototypes were built in November and presented on November 24, ,
to Chrysler executive management. The "Reinventing Chrysler" documentary, provided footage
of the NS design process in the spring of The fifth-generation Chrysler minivans were
introduced at the North American International Auto Show for the model year, marking the
debut of the RT platform. The export-market Chrysler Grand Voyager made its return; following
the acquisition of Chrysler by Fiat, the model line was also marketed as a Lancia Voyager
outside North America. The first Chrysler minivans to be powered exclusively by V6 engines in
North America , the RT platform marked the introduction of a 4. For , the 3. In Europe, the
Voyager was powered by a 2. Marketed by Volkswagen exclusively in the North American

market, the Routan featured revised interior and exterior styling as well as different equipment
content from the Chrysler vans. Production of the Routan was discontinued in On February 28, ,
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles announced the discontinuation of the Dodge Grand Caravan, the last
RT nameplate in production; production of the minivan was scheduled to conclude in late May
but has since been delayed to mid-July. For the model year, Chrysler reintroduced the Voyager
nameplate last seen in for the United States. Adopting the lower two trim levels of the Pacifica,
the Voyager also introduces a trim level specifically for fleet sale. For the model year, Chrysler
announced that the lower two trim levels of Pacifica, sold as the Voyager in the United States,
will be sold under the Grand Caravan nameplate in Canada. From Wikipedia, the free
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Chrysler minivans are a series of minivans produced and marketed by the Chrysler Corporation
in North America from to and in Europe from to Sold in both passenger and cargo
configurations, the series is the first of six generations of Chrysler minivans. Launched in
November for the model year, the Chrysler minivans were produced in a single body style, with
the extended-length Grand Caravan and Grand Voyager introduced in For export, Chrysler sold
the Chrysler Voyager, competing against the Renault Espace which began life as a Talbot, part
of the former Chrysler Europe [2]. The development of what became the Chrysler minivans
began in the early s, as both Ford Motor Company and the truck division of Dodge began
separate projects on "garageable vans". Intended as a more powerful, safer-handling alternative
to the Volkswagen Microbus, both companies sought to create vehicles capable as a second
car. It was rejected for the same reason, that GM would have done it already if it was a viable
idea. At the end of , development of Chrysler minivans restarted with four main goals, with a
planned model year launch. Ultimately, the L-body was ruled out, as it was considered too
light-duty for either the size of the vehicle or its planned six-cylinder engine. The same year, the
truck engineering division of Dodge was merged within its car counterpart of Chrysler. By ,
Chrysler chose front-wheel drive for the minivan project, codenamed "T". From its approval to
the launch, the proposed design would undergo several major changes. Originally intended to
use four sedan-style doors similar to a station wagon , Chrysler changed to two sliding doors
for the rear, claiming better parking-lot access. The design was later changed to a single sliding
door, as Chrysler wanted to market the van to commercial buyers; while engineers wanted to
make the left-side door an option. The decision to go with a single sliding door was done to
reduce costs. Drivetrain choices proved problematic as the K-car 2. The Mitsubishi 2. Launched
in November for the model year, Chrysler marketed the first-generation minivans as the Dodge
Caravan and Plymouth Voyager, along with the Mini Ram Van cargo van. While the Dodge
Caravan nameplate was used for the first time, Plymouth had used the Voyager nameplate since
on its version of the Dodge Sportsman full-size passenger van. Starting in , the Chrysler
Voyager was exported to markets outside of the United States and Canada. Several seating
configurations were offered, depending on trim level. The standard configuration of
five-passenger seating in two rows was included with seven or eight-passenger seating in three
rows; the back two seats were two-passenger and three-passenger bench seats in the style of a
larger van, these latched to the floor. Two styles of rear seats were offered. The three-passenger
rear bench was adjustable for passenger legroom or cargo space; the seatback also folded
down when not in use. The Convert-a-bed was also available paired with the front bench seat. At
their launch, as with the K-Cars, the Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager were externally
distinguished largely by their grilles. Both vehicles were fitted with four headlights, with the
Caravan fitted with an eggcrate grille while the Voyager was fitted with a horizontally-oriented
grille. In what would become a signature styling feature of s Chrysler minivans, top-trim
Caravans and Voyagers were both offered with simulated woodgrain as an option. In following
with many other Chrysler vehicles, for , Chrysler minivans shifted from 4-lug to 5-lug wheels. To
reduce high-speed wind noise, Chrysler added a bumper-mounted air dam. Chrysler Museum.
The model year saw a mid-cycle update to the S-platform minivans. Largely centered around the

May introduction of the Grand Caravan and Grand Voyager, the update brought a new front
fascia and taillights. To better differentiate the Caravan from the Voyager, the model lines
received different grilles; all models except the Mini Ram Van cargo van were shifted to
flush-lens composite headlamps. The front bench seat and Convert-A-Bed, both seldom
ordered, did not return for For , the minivans saw a minor update. To improve fit and finish,
Chrysler redesigned the front and rear bumpers, with single-piece bumper covers, painted to
match the color of the body. The earlys K-Car steering wheel was replaced by a 3-spoke design
though the rest of the dashboard remained unchanged. The first-generation Chrysler minivans
are based upon the Chrysler S platform, using unibody construction. Contrary to popular belief,
the S platform is not directly related to the K platform; [3] [4] though sharing powertrains to
lower development and production costs, the S platform has a distinct body structure, allowing
for a higher hoodline and seat height. Adapting the layout of the K platform for a larger vehicle,
the S-platform vans were fitted with MacPherson strut front suspension and a beam rear axle
with leaf springs. The base 2. The higher performance fuel-injected version of the 2. Alongside
the 2. In mid, the base 2. Shortly thereafter, in model year , a more powerful engine became
optional: a turbocharged version of the 2. The V6 engines became popular as sales of the 2.
Neither the 3. Both a three-speed TorqueFlite A automatic transmission and a five-speed manual
were available with most inline-4 engines, including the turbocharged 2. Manual transmissions
were not available on 2. V6 engines were only offered with the fully hydraulically operated
TorqueFlite until the computer controlled Ultradrive 4-speed automatic became available in The
Ultradrive offered much better fuel economy and responsiveness, particularly when paired with
the inline-4 engine. However, it suffered from reliability problems, usually stemming from what
is known as "gear hunt" or "shift busyness", resulting in premature wear of the internal
clutches. The Ultradrive received numerous design changes in subsequent model years to
improve reliability, [ original research? These efforts were mostly successful, and most
first-generation Caravans eventually got an updated transmission. The S-platform Dodge
Caravan and Plymouth Voyager were both offered in three trim levels, an unnamed base trim
level, mid-range SE , and top-range LE ; LE-trim minivans were marketed with the option of
simulated woodgrain paneling. In , as part of a minor exterior update, Dodge and Plymouth each
gained an additional trim level for the top of the model range, the Dodge Caravan ES and
Plymouth Voyager LX, available only in standard-wheelbase configuration. Chrysler produced
two cargo van variants of the S platform, both based upon the Dodge Caravan. From to , Dodge
marketed the Mini Ram Van. Several window configurations were available, ranging from either
no windows to a full set of windows. Coinciding with the introduction of the Grand Caravan,
cargo van production expanded to both wheelbases. Starting for the model year, Chrysler
began exports of minivans to Europe. To accommodate the vehicle for European sale, the
Chrysler Voyager was fitted with amber turn signal lenses requiring new taillights , turn signal
repeaters, and a model-specific license plate surround adapted for European license plates and
embossed with "Chrysler". Along with its rebranding, the Chrysler Voyager saw internal
modifications, largely to comply with European safety and emissions regulations. With the
exception of the turbocharged 2. All examples were produced with woodgrain trim a feature
associated with the nameplate. The interior featured model-specific leather seating, leather
interior trim panels, all available power-operated equipment, front and rear air conditioning, and
an Infinity II sound system. Original commercials for the Voyager featured magician Doug
Henning [13] as a spokesperson to promote the Voyager "Magic Wagon's" versatility, cargo
space, low step-in height, passenger volume, and maneuverability. Later commercials in
featured rock singer Tina Turner. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle platform.
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manufactures and markets its minivan series worldwide. Together with its nameplate variants,
the Chrysler Town and Country , Chrysler Voyager , and Plymouth Voyager , the Chrysler
minivans have ranked as the 13th bestselling automotive nameplate worldwide, with over 12
million sold. Chrysler introduced the Dodge and Plymouth minivans in November for the model
year, using an extended derivative of the Chrysler K platform , the Chrysler S platform. Henry
Ford II had rejected Iaccoca's and Sperlich's idea and a prototype of a minivan in , then rumored
to carry the name "Maxivan". After Iaccoca moved to Chrysler Corporation, he recruited
Sperlich to also join Chrysler and together they created the T minivan â€” a prototype that was
to become the Caravan and Voyager. Since their introduction in the fall of , the Chrysler
minivans have consistently been the best-selling minivans in the United States , [3] with over 12
million Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth minivans [3] in over 80 countries [3] sold as of October
Only recently, has Chrysler ceded the top-selling minivan spot to the Honda Odyssey [3]. Both a
three-speed TorqueFlite automatic transmission and a five-speed manual were available with
the inline-4 , including the turbocharged 2. A cargo version of the Caravan, called the Mini Ram
Van , was also introduced in It was available either with the short or long wheelbase models.
Through through , the Caravan used the Chrysler AS platform. These were the last minivans
that were derived from the Chrysler K platform. Note: All wheel drive was only available on
loaded SE or higher models. With Generation III, the Chrysler minivans long - and short wheelbase models, three - and four-door configurations, and eight different powertrains -including electric and compressed natural gas, on a single, flexible platform. The redesign used
the Chrysler NS platform and included a driver's side sliding door optional initially, to become
standard equipment later , a first for Chrysler. Base models of the Caravan were offered in most
states with either a 2. In those locales, the 3. The manual transmission , never popular, was
dropped. The 2. It had two Dodge Viper hoodscoops, a brushed aluminum instrument panel,
racing-style pedals, and black and white rubber flooring. The skylight feature was used by
Nissan in the Quest. The Pacifica actually did come to be in , based on the current Caravan,
except that it became a crossover SUV rather than a minivan. The EPIC was sold as a fleet-only
lease vehicle. Production of the EPIC was discontinued in Only a few hundred of these vehicles
were produced and sold. After the leases expired they were returned and crushed.
Approximately 10 vans remain in private hands today. Beginning in , the Generation IV minivans
were based on the Chrysler RS platform and featured a larger body frame with modified
headlights and taillights. In addition to other detailed changes, power sliding doors and a power
hatch became available as options. The Mitsubishi 3. A six-speed automatic transmission
became standard with the 3. The four-speed automatic transmission is standard with the 3.
Available features include With Generation III, Chrysler introduced a seat management system
marketed as Swivel'n Go seating, the MyGIG entertainment system, second and third row video
screens, powered second row windows, standard side curtain airbags and dashboard-mounted
transmission controls. With discontinuation of the short-wheelbase Caravan, Dodge offered the
Journey on nearly an identical wheelbase and in crossover rather than minivan form. Beginning
with Generation V, Volkswagen began marketing the Routan , a rebadged variant of the Chrysler
RT platform minivan with revised styling and content, for the North American and Mexican
markets. The Routan is manufactured at Windsor Assembly alongside the Grand Caravan,
debuted in at the Chicago Auto Show and with sales beginning in autumn of , and features
neither Chrysler's Stow'n Go nor Swivel'n Go seating systems. Chrysler has regularly innovated
new seating systems for their minivans, to enhance interior flexibility. In innovated a second
row bench seat integrating two child booster seats. These seats have continued as an available
option through Generation V. In , Chrysler introduced a system of seats to simplify installation,
removal, and re-positioningâ€” marketed as Easy-Out Roller Seats. When installed, the seats
are latched to floor-mounted strikers. When unlatched, eight rollers lift each seat, allowing it to
be rolled fore and aft. Tracks have locator depressions for rollers, thus enabling simple
installation. Ergonomic levers at the seatbacks release the floor latches single handedly without
tools and raise the seats onto the rollers in a single motion. Additionally, seatbacks were
designed to fold forward. Seat roller tracks are permanently attached to the floor and seat

stanchions are aligned, fascillitating the longitiudinal rolling of the seats. Bench seat
stanchions were moved inboard to reduce bending stress in the seat frames, allowing them to
be lighter. The Easy-out system remained in use through Generation V â€” where certain
models featured a two-person bench and the under-floor compartments from the Stow'n Go
system. The Volkswagen Routan , a rebadged nameplate variant of the Chrysler minivans, uses
the Easy Out Roller Seats on its second row seating. In , Chrysler introduced a system of
second and third row seating that folded completely into under-floor compartments â€”
marketed as Stow 'n Go seating and exclusively available on long-wheelbase models. With both
row folded, the vans have a flat load floor and a maximum cargo volume of The Stow 'n Go
system is not offered on the Volkswagen Routan , a rebadged nameplate variant of the Chrysler
minivans. Chrysler introduced a seating system in , marketed as Swivel'n Go. In the system, the
two second row seats swivel to face the third row. A detachable table can be placed between
the second and third row seats. Swivel'n Go is not available with Stow 'n Go seating. The tracks,
risers and swivel mechanisms are assembled by Camslide, a division of Intier. The system is
noted for its high strength [ citation needed ]. The entire load of the seat in the event of a crash
is transferred through the swivel mechanism, which is almost twice as strong as the minimum
government requirement. The swivel mechanism includes bumpers that stabilize the seat while
in the lock position. When rotated the seat come off these bumpers to allow easy rotation. The
seat is NOT meant to be left in an unlocked position or swiveled wi
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th the occupant in it, although this will not damage swivel mechanism. From Dodge Wiki.
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